
LIVES PAST TO PRESENT THROUGH ASTROLOGY & 
GUIDED HYPNOSIS
WITH EVOLUTIONARY ASTROLOGER KARI NOREN-
HOSHAL AND ASTROLOGER/HYPNOTHERAPIST 
ELIZABETH HOWELL 

June 27th through June 29th, 2019 

at the White Bison Ranch, Amesville, Ohio



LIVES PAST TO PRESENT THROUGH 
ASTROLOGY & GUIDED HYPNOSIS

The Nodes of the Moon at birth are well known in Vedic, karmic and evolutionary astrology as indicators of 
the soul energies we embody in this lifetime along with fellow humans born in our same year. The North Node is 
known by many as the Soul’s Mission for this lifetime. The sign of the South Node of the Moon is known as past life 
talents, tendencies and hang-ups that we bring in with us at birth that link us to our evolutionary past. But there is 
more to the story than this. Using a technique brought to light by prominent astrologer Jan Spiller, Kari will give 
us the finer points of our evolutionary story, past to present, as outlined by the prenatal eclipses that took place 
when we were in-utero. These can vary from the signs of the natal North and South nodes of the Moon in a way 
that individualizes our Mission further. The degree of the prenatal eclipses and the Nodes of the Moon as 
interpreted through their corresponding Sabian Symbols also give intriguing further insight.

At birth, the energy of both the prenatal Solar Eclipse and the prenatal Lunar Eclipse enter the body. By 
knowing the signs and degrees of the eclipses preceding your birth, you can identify the covenant you made 
with the Universe in exchange for reincarnating on the planet at this time. The sign of your prenatal Solar Eclipse 
shows the universal energy that your soul has been infused with and that you have promised to spread on the 
Earth to help with the planet’s growth and evolution. The sign of your prenatal Lunar Eclipse indicates the 
soul/life lessons you are here to learn for your soul to evolve. Your choice lies in whether you choose to share 
your Solar Eclipse Gift in a positive way or in a negative way. This choice, in return, impacts the degree of ease 
you will encounter in mastering your prenatal Lunar Eclipse lessons. Understanding the way to fulfillment of our 
contracts with the Universe gives further direction as well as affirmation to how we have chosen to live our lives. 
It solidifies our commitment to helping ourselves, our fellow humans and the planet’s living things, to evolve 
during this crucial moment in Earth’s history. 



ASTROLOGER /HYPNOTHERAPIST 
ELIZABETH HOWELL

 Elizabeth will lead three past and present life group hypnosis sessions
corresponding with the day’s astrology lessons. These will be directed group 
hypnosis which will lead us to better understanding of our individual astrological 
paths.

 Day One: For the Nodes of the Moon at birth, Elizabeth will lead a group 
hypnosis meditation to help participants to clean out problematic past life 
cellular energies.

 Day Two: For the prenatal Solar Eclipse, Elizabeth will lead participants to 
visualize an additional strand of DNA which then acts to anchor our 5th

dimensional light body into our 3rd dimensional physical body.

 Day Three: For the prenatal Lunar Eclipse Elizabeth will help us to access and 
acknowledge our past lives, their gifts and pitfalls which complete the picture of 
healthy evolutionary soul growth.

 . Guided hypnosis sessions will be held 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. followed by free time 
before dinner at Emma Guesthouse at 6:30 p.m. Star gazing at the tower will be 
led by Kari on the evenings of the first and second days of instruction. The final 
day of instruction will be followed by a celebration dinner in town at the Ohio 
University Inn, at participant’s own cost.



EVOLUTIONARY ASTROLOGER 
KARI NOREN-HOSHAL 

 Kari will present three days of personalized evolutionary 
astrology work based on each participant’s birth chart.

 Day One: the Nodes of the Moon at birth and their degree 
plus how these are balanced to help us become the best of 
both our Past & Present.

 Day Two: The Nodes are not the whole story: how the 
prenatal Solar Eclipse and its degree outlines the 
individualized Gifts we come to give in this lifetime.

 Day Three: The prenatal Lunar Eclipse and its degree and the 
Life Lessons we are here to learn. Astrology lessons will be 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. with break for lunch.

 We’ll have time each day after breakfast and lunch to craft 
our Birth Chart Bracelet (including nodes & pre-natal 
eclipses) from semi-precious stones.


